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Class Descriptions
Functional Foundations: Before you try any of our other group fitness
classes, we strongly encourage you to start with this class. Master trainer
Andy Voris takes you through functional movements that set the foundation
for healthy and safe exercise. You’ll sweat and burn calories but in a laid
back, non-threatening, non-judgmental environment. Ideal for those who
have been away from fitness for a while and looking for an easy way to get
started.
Bootcamp: An all-round calorie burn and muscle toning workout designed
to get your energy soaring for the day. A friendly personal trainer will be
there with you every step of the way to motivate you, answer questions and
demonstrate proper technique. As with any LZ360 workout, you’ll have a
heart-rate monitoring wearable on to make sure you’re getting the optimal
workout regardless of your current fitness level.

The Lifezone360 Queenax Cross Trainer is the epi-center of
most of our classes. Come experience this highly versatile
unit and discover what everyone is buzzing about.

Warrior Workout: Designed by our own director Andy Voris, this workout
takes key elements of a professional athlete’s workout and puts it in
a“weekend warrior” package . A fun dynamic warmup progresses to 6
minute intervals of activities with sleds, kettlebells rowers and box jumps. Just
a few weeks of this class will have you looking and feeling 10 years younger.

Queenax Cross Train: If you’ve heard of TRX, Bungee and Suspension Training,
the LZ360 Queenax machine brings it all into one dynamic session. A great workout for friends to do together, you’ll find yourself smiling (even
laughing) and sweating the time away.
Power Hour: This workout is for individuals who want to build strength and muscle. Get ready for a tough hour designed to Power you up! The
session includes lots of power generation and explosive movement routines blended with old school strength training. Ideal for those who have
been working out for a while.
Own Zone: Designed right here at LZ360, this workout is all about getting your heart rate into the optimal zone for health, fitness and fat
burning. As with any workout here, you’ll have a heart rate monitoring wearable and watch your heart rate on the screen as you ramp up
and down on your intensity. You’ll never get bored because your trainer will mix things up every time. You’ll rotate through using dumbbells,
barbells, bands, machine circuits and our very own Queenax Suspension machine. Watch things like fat, muffin tops and cellulite burn away
just 6 weeks into this program.
COMING LATE APRIL 2018 - Les Mills BodyPump, BodyFlow and More!!
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